Steps for Easy Assembly

BEFORE YOU START
Place the entire pallet of drawer components in the assembly area. (A scissor-lift will enhance your efficiency by allowing you to raise the work to a comfortable level.)

1 WIPE AWAY DUST
Wipe all dust and other particles from drawers if necessary.

2 GLUE THE MITERS
Apply wood glue to each row of miters. A dab of wood glue in the dowel holes is also recommended.

3 GLUE THE BOTTOM GROOVE
Apply wood glue to the bottom groove. (This will "hold the square" of the finished drawer, and double its strength.)

4 INSERT THE BOTTOMS
Place drawer bottoms in bottom grooves across entire pallet.

5 FOLD UP THE SIDES
Fold the miterfold drawers around the bottoms.

6 SEAT THE DOWELS
Tap the dowels gently into place, positioning the mallet in the center of the drawer side.

7 HOT MELT DRAWER
Hot melt drawer bottom while nesting in a square jig.

8 STACK THE DRAWER
Stack the assembled drawer to allow hot melt to cure.

For more information and to see how Olon drawer components can benefit you, please contact us at the office nearest you.
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